I. INTRODUCTION
Tightly-coupled parallel programs are those that require low latency communication between simultaneously scheduled processors. These applications are typically written using MPI or some other message passing scheme and run on purpose-built clusters or shared memory systems. They are an important tool for high performance computing.
Decentralized peer-to-peer networks, such as that found in distributed hash table systems are failure tolerant and have a low administrative burden. Losing any single node will not cause the network to fail. Moreover, these networks tolerate multiple failures over time. These networks self-organize and self-heal, requiring little intervention from human operators to work. Decentralized peer-to-peer networks are also scalable.
For my work, I use decentralized peer-to-peer networks to support tightly coupled parallel computing. My intent is to apply the advantages of peer-to-peer this important model of computing without losing the efficiency of a centralized system. The work presented here can be used to form ad hoc networks or to aggregate existing purpose-built parallel computers.
I have developed algorithms for both discovering resources and utilizing them to run parallel jobs. My thesis is the following: Resource management for tightlycoupled parallel computing in a decentralized, distributed environment is scalable with efficiency comparable to a centralized system. This is validated by experiments that show favorable comparisons to real-world job traces and performance comparable to centralized load balancing with global up-to-date information. My work is divided in to two parts: discovering parallel resources and running parallel jobs. I have also exposed and solved incompleteness in the underlying distributed peer-to-peer network that causes routing problems and other undefined behavior.
A. Discovering Parallel Resources
A cluster is a group of two or more nodes that can be used together for parallel processing. For tightly-coupled parallel processing, latency is typically determines whether nodes can be used together. There may be other factors such as whether two nodes have access to the same software libraries or access to programmable GPUs. Clusters may be statically assigned. This is the case in a conventional parallel processing environment. Node grouping is known a priori along with attributes of these groupings such as inter-node latency. In this case, clusters are disjoint and as large as possible, yet still small enough to be centrally managed.
However, I am primarily interested in the case where clusters are not known ahead of time. Instead, they must be found by making observations (measurements). This type of clustering is dynamic. Dynamic clustering has several complications.
First, keeping an all-to-all map of the network is impractical because it cannot scale, so a way to estimate latencies is necessary. Fortunately, existing work estimating bandwidth in with a tree metric space [1] is equally applicable to estimating latency. This work also supports an efficient clustering algorithm [2] based on selecting the maximum cluster diameter (latency) as a matter of policy. However, this is only a starting point since the clusters must not create scaling problems.
Second, each node has a different view of the network so dynamic clustering must tolerate overlapping clusters. This leads to situations where dynamically formed clusters overlap. Our algorithms must tolerate such overlaps. Figure 1 illustrates how this situation arises.
Thirdly, there is no bound on the number of nodes close enough for a given purpose. There may be many nodes packed tightly into a single physical location, such as a large machine room. Thus there may be too many in that one place to reasonably manage as a single cluster. There must be no single grouping of nodes that exceeds some bound. Since clusterings may overlap, no single node can belong to too many different clusters. This is where my fundamental assumption is important: Maximum job size, measured by number of nodes, is a matter of policy. Therefore there is a fixed constant by which clusterings can be made, since clusters larger than those required by the largest jobs are unnecessary. For the remainder of this explanation, I will refer to the maximum job size as N .
To solve these problems, my contributions are fourfold: First, when sampling just the N closest nodes, some nodes may be picked as a candidate member disproportionately. By sampling more than just the N closest nodes and forming the cluster randomly from this larger set, this disparity can be prevented. Second, I developed a heuristic that allows for some preferential treatment to more favorable clusters when addressing cluster membership proposals without burdening any individual node. Third, when cluster membership adequately controlled, each individual cluster computes an allto-all measurement to verify the estimates are accurate and that the cluster is suitable for parallel computing. Finally, a given node may not have found a good cluster around itself, but it may have joined a good cluster. By applying symmetry, each node advertises the largest cluster to which it belongs.
B. Scheduling and Running Parallel Jobs
My work is built on top of P2PGrid. P2PGrid is a desktop grid system for serial jobs that uses a P2P overlay for decentralized operation. It relies on a heavily modified version of a content addressable network (CAN) [3] to organize nodes into an Euclidean space based on their resource capabilities. To find nodes capable of running a program, it routes the job across this space according to the job's minimum resource requirements. The resource requirement is expressed as a point in the Euclidean space, encoding things like memory and CPU speed requirements. In the simplest job matchmaking case, a job is routed through the CAN to the node that owns the zone enclosing that point. For parallel computations, parallel resources must also be expressed in the resource space. CAN dimensions are extended so that we can rely on the existing job routing mechanisms without other changes.
As per Section I-A, each node is aware of some set of nodes with which it can run tightly-coupled parallel jobs and also knows the nominal intra-cluster latency. However, these latency values cannot be used directly in the CAN dimensions. Instead, the inverse latency indicates that lower latency clusters have a higher capability than lower latency clusters, thus satisfying the assumptions of the job routing algorithm to send jobs on to a minimally capable resource. As a special case, singleton nodes which are part of no cluster can advertise a cluster size of one and a zero inverse latency. Thus the relationship between singletons and clusters is maintained: singletons are always less capable resources both in size and latency than bigger clusters.
Once the job arrives at the destination node, the parallel job is started. Many tasks are dispatched to other nodes in the current node's cluster. When enough of those tasks reach the heads of their respective queues, the parallel job is ready to run. To improve efficiency, more tasks than what are required can be sent out to other nodes in the cluster, up to the entire cluster. When this oversubscription always spans the entire cluster, scheduler behavior approximates a first-come, firstserve policy.
Although this static scheduling scheme is satisfactory for running jobs eventually, its performance can be improved. For instance, a single long-running serial job can prevent a parallel job that requires an entire cluster of nodes from running. All nodes except the one with the serial job will sit idle, since the dependent tasks that are ready to run are all waiting for the signal to proceed from the representative. Such waiting can be very inefficient. Dynamic load balancing (DLB) and Queue Balancing (QB) can help reduce wait times considerably.
DLB and QB have been widely used in scheduling algorithms. However, particular care is taken to make them work in the decentralized parallel environment. The dynamic scheduling techniques work on the principal of moving jobs from a node where the job is scheduled to another capable node that may be able to run the job sooner. The difficulties lie in deciding which jobs get moved, and where. Under DLB, waiting jobs get moved to free resources if they are available. Additionally, QB moves jobs to resources with shorter queues when free resources are not available.
This work appears in [4] .
II. EXPERIMENTS
Experimental evidence suggests that dynamic load balancing (DLB) and queue balancing (QB) can improve job scheduling performance. The experiments described here use a modified version of the detailed event simulator employed in previous work on the P2PGrid [5] , [6] , [7] . The version used for these experiments implements the cluster size and latency dimensions, parallel job management, dynamic load balancing, and queue balancing.
The SHARCNET grid trace from the Parallel Workloads Archive [8] is used two ways here. SHARCNET is a heterogenous grid consisting of 10 clusters of 32 to 768 nodes each, for 2091 nodes total. To validate decentralized scheduling, a 30,000 job trace is used. This slice is selected such that the difference between the first and the last submission time is minimized. To test the algorithms with high load and grid heterogeneity, the SHARCNET data set is filtered and compressed to increase the number of parallel jobs and reduce the time between job submissions. This subset has all non-parallel jobs filtered out, sliced down to the 1,000 jobs such that the difference between the first and last submit times are minimized. Then the submit times are compressed so that all 1,000 jobs are submitted over a period of twelve minutes. Bounded slowdown [9] is the metric used for both experiments. This value quantifies the queuing delay relative to the total run time of the job. However, it uses a lower bound for job run time, in this case 10 seconds, to ameliorate the effects of very short jobs, preventing them from distorting the average slowdown. Bounded slowdown is computed as follows, where s i is the slowdown for the ith job in the trace: (Ri, 10) . In this equation, Q i is the amount of time that the job spends in the queue and R i is the run time of the job. Unlike many conventional parallel batch queuing systems, the algorithms do not require a maximum job run time. For this reason, techniques that can provide a great benefit to job scheduling, like backfill, are not applicable in this scenario.
The graphs with experimental results are all cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of the bounded slowdown. The x-axis is the bounded slowdown, and the y-axis is the fraction complete. Except where noted, the y-axis spans between 0.5 or 0.7 and 1, since the slowdown for most jobs is very close to 1. Also, the x-axis spans 0 to 5000, though tails will extend past 5000. Where this happens, it is noted.
The first experiment compares the performance of different configurations of the simulated system to the actual turnaround times observed in the real grid from the workload, where each cluster was scheduled separately. Total over-provisioning is used in this experiment, where dependent tasks are sent to every single node in the cluster regardless of cluster size and job requirement. For the decentralized strategies, the clusters are statically set to their known membership and radius. Three scheduling strategies are compared:
QB+DLB: Decentralized job scheduling with both queue balancing and dynamic load balancing active.
Static: Decentralized job scheduling where performance is left entirely to the initial job routing.
Actual: The result of the actual observed job trace.
Results from the SHARCNET experiment are in Figure 2 . In this case, load balanced results are superior to the static results, and both are superior to the actual results. This experiment shows that a decentralized grid can outperform scheduling individual clusters separately. The second experiment compares statically assigned clusters to dynamically detected clusters. The DISJOINT method divides each larger cluster in to sub-clusters of 64 nodes each. The OVERLAP method assigns blocks of 64 nodes as clusters to nodes in moving windows. For instance, Node 1 is assigned a cluster consisting of Nodes 1 through 64, Node 2 is assigned a cluster consisting of Nodes 2 through 65, and so forth. The DYNAMIC method uses the clustering and filtration as described in Section I-A to automatically detect clusters of up to 64 nodes in size. Results from this experiment are in Figure 3 . The DYNAMIC strategy performs comparably to the static clusterings, being outperformed by a slim margin.
III. RELATED WORK
There is a large body of work on scheduling and running parallel jobs both on clusters and on desktop grids. The BOINC [10] project provides a framework for constructing desktop grids for volunteer computing. However, this style of computation is not appropriate for tightly coupled parallel jobs. Conventional clusters benefit from projects like the Maui scheduler [11] and the Torque resource manager [12] , as well as predecessor systems, for scheduling and running jobs. These work very well, but they are entirely centralized. The Condor system [13] exploits existing resources the way we would like to with P2PGrid and provides a mechanism for running parallel jobs [14] , however it is also centralized.
There has been some work specifically on grid scheduling. Condor-G [15] extends Condor to the Grid, and uses centralized matchmaking. Large scientific grids like XSEDE 1 and the Open Science Grid 2 use Condor-G for this purpose. There has also been some research in hierarchical scheduling [16] . Decentralized scheduling in grids has been done using such optimization techniques as hill climbing [17] and others. Concepts are borrowed from some of this work in that the algorithms described are effectively a distributed hill climb in the P2P network. However, the algorithm described here differ in that it is decentralized at all levels, down to the individual node.
There have been many practical efforts in decentralized job scheduling, including the P2PGrid [7] upon which this is based. For instance, BonjourGrid [18] will schedule loosely coupled bag-of-tasks applications. The work presented here differs principally in that tightly-coupled parallel processes are targeted by this work, where the application is obligated to use many co-scheduled resources that are related by latency proximity.
IV. SIGNIFICANCE
There are four current contributions from my work. First, I have discovered how to process and filter the output from a latency estimation network in to clusters that are both scalable and accurate. Second, I have learned how to express parallel resources in a way compatible with the P2PGrid. Third, I have developed algorithms for load balancing parallel jobs in the P2PGrid. Finally, I have exposed and repaired incompleteness in the CAN algorithms that can result in routing problems and other undefined behavior.
